This year school of EEE organized “ELITE” on November 10, 2018 in Kalpana Chawla Seminar Hall, CV Raman Block, REVA University.

Program was started with invocation song and REVA Anthem by Mr. Vageesh. ELITE Inauguration was presided over by Dr.S.Y.Kulkarni, Vice Chancellor of REVA University. Inauguration of the ELITE Forum was initiated by lighting lamp and seeking the blessings of almighty. The Director Dr.P.Rajashekar Mandi, School of EEE addressed the gathering and extended welcome to all the dignitaries present there. Program was also inaugurated by Dr.B.P.Divakar, Director, R& I, RU.

Program also included prize distribution for semester toppers, subject toppers and BIZBEE winners. Medals and prizes were awarded as a token of appreciation by the Vice Chancellor and the Director of school.

The Director Dr.P.Rajashekar Mandi, School of EEE addressed the first year students and welcomed them to school Of EEE. He emphasized students about the rules and regulations of campus. Later part of the function included the announcement of office bearers for ELITE 2018-2019. Ms. Divya Lakshmi Anand was selected as a President of ELITE 2018-19. This was followed by taking the oath by all the office bearers and student coordinators along with Dr. B P Divakar to be abide by their duties and responsibilities. President of ELITE announced calendar of events under Elite Forum for the year 2018-19.

This was followed by words of motivation by Dr.S.Y.Kulkarni, he emphasized students to develop various technical and soft skills which would enhance their job opportunities. He also said to become a “Global Engineers and not a local Engineers”. He also said that they are planning to start a new program “Electrical and Computer Engineering” from the next academic year. Program was concluded by vote of thanks, which was proposed by seventh semester student Mr Ryaan.
Dignitaries present for ELITE Inauguration

Lighting of Lamp by the Director, School of EEE
Prize distribution for the Semester Toppers by Vice Chancellor, REVA University

Badge Distribution for the Office Bearers by Vice Chancellor, REVA University
Prize distribution for the BIZBEE Winners by Vice Chancellor, REVA University

Presidential remarks by the Vice Chancellor, REVA University